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Once upon a time there was a man who did not have a shirt to wear. But when the soldiers of the
King of the land reached that man and asked him that whether he was the happiest guy in the world
that man replied in glee that he was the happiest person in the whole world. The soldiers of the king
asked him to give a shirt of his for their king as the king was going through a period of unhappiness
and had been advised by a wise man to wear the shirt of the happiest person in his kingdom. But
the man replied with all the courtesy that he could muster that he never had wore a shirt and does
not plan to wear a one. The soldiers of the king were perplexed because they had been searching
the whole kingdom to find one man who can say that he was the happiest person alive and now
when they had found one, he did not had a shirt. They asked myriad of questions to the man that
why he is so happy when he did not even had a shirt to wear, while people who had everything that
they wanted were still not happy. The answer that that man gave was as simple as the man himself.
If all the riches in the world would give him happiness then what he is now? He is happy without
them too. The moral of the story is that happiness does not come locked in the treasure boxes or
other things akin to that but in fact it emanates from within the very inner core of the human being
and then that happiness attracts everything from riches to kingdoms. And only one man who
understood the concept and applied it on the present day man running after money and wealth is
Roger Hamilton. 

According to Roger Hamilton if a man is dreaming big in life then he should stop dreaming big and
rather he should start dreaming large. And the largest dream of life is being happy with your own
self. And that can only happen when all the endeavors of your life that are directed towards earning
your living are coming from that inner core where the real you is residing.

According to Roger Hamilton if an individual can reach that inner core then the first big thing that
would happen to him is that he would become happy and start living. And as far as the wealth and
the other mortal desires are concerned, well they would start chasing him on every turn he would
take.
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